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Editorial

Will The Indian Mascot Be
A Political Correct Trophy
Editorial
By Ben Brake
The deceptive, prejudiced
group from the Multicultural
Engineering Program, at
Kansas State University are
spoon-feeding a line of bull
to the Manhattan/Ogden
School Board, when they requested the removal of the
Manhattan High School Indian Mascot. All they want is
to put a mascot trophy on
their political correctness ganda approach to make the
Manhattan/Ogden
School
shelf.
Board feel that the school with
This group of individuals an Indian, as a mascot, is wrong
would have much more re- and continues to oppress Native
spect if they came out and Americans.
The last thing the school
told the truth. They don’t believe a predominately white board wants is to be seen on the
high school can legitimately side of the oppressors and
honor a Native American therefore, would prefer to be on
even if the intentions were to the side of the Political Correcthonor a teacher/coach that ness (PC) appeasers. We might
served the community and as well truck in therapy dogs,
Crayons, and Play-Dough for
the high school.
all those students that can’t unSeveral individuals from derstand why the high school
the Multicultural Engineer- would want to honor a Native
ing Program at Kansas State American coach.
If this mascot was so oppresUniversity are active in this
cause claiming the MHS sive and demeaning to Native
mascot is harmful, demean- Americans, if it caused students
ing, and cruel to the Native not to be able to comprehend
American heritage and is what they are trying to learn, if
detrimental to the learning this mascot was really as cruel
capabilities of Native Amer- as some people are saying, why
ican students at MHS. Native aren’t these same people
American students have protesting outside Haskell Uniproblems studying, compre- versity in Lawrence?
The truth is, it is not offenhending, and feel demeaned
sive
to Native Americans. It is
by having a Native American
Mascot at their high school. offensive to a few people who
have an agenda to fill their PoHaskell University is a Na- litical Correctness trophy case.
tive American University lo- It appears that whatever this
cated in Lawrence and the group is feeding, the Manhatfact that they themselves tan/Ogden School Board is
have a mascot similar, this swallowing.
For those of you that would
pokes holes all through the
protesting groups complaint. like to know who can honor the
These protesters choose to Indian mascot without it being
use an oppressive propa- considered offensive or racist,

the qualifications may seem
a little surprising to you.
You have to be an official
member and card holder of a
federally recognized tribe.
What does that mean?
You must have a Native
American blood quantum of
at least 1/32nd, which means
that one of your 4 times great
grandparents. To be a Native
American on the Dawes
Rolls you have to prove you
are related to them. This
means that your blood must
contain at least 3.125% Native heritage and then you
can check the box that you
are Native American, even
though 96.875% is something other than Native
American.
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Senior Center Project

By Riley Anderson
Special To The Free Press

The City of Manhattan will
spend $125,986 of Federal
money through the HUD improvement project, for a new
kitchen at the Center.
Bruce McMillian AIA, design, made preliminary equipment lists, and estimated costs
to renovate the kitchen at
$278,250. The Senior Center
Board of Directors raised
$153,250 in additional funds to
help with the project. The Caroline Peine Foundation gave a
grant of $76,000 to the Foundation for the equipment.
On May 2, 2017, an agreement was made between the
Riley County Seniors’ Service
Center Inc. and the City of
Manhattan, Kansas, allowing
multiple actions to take place
between the two sides.
The agreements that took
place are: The City owns the
Riley County Senior Center
real estate located at 301 N. 4th
St., the parking lot to the east of

the real estate, and the parking
lot of 321 N. 4th St.; the Center
leases the real estate from the
City to an agreement from December 4, 2012, to house and
operate the Riley County Seniors’ Service Center; the Center
wants to improve the kitchen
within the building; the City
was awarded $125,986 in funds
from the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development to the Community Development Block Grant Program
(CDBG Funds) to help for the
completion of the kitchen; because of the CDBG Funds, the
City has to take over the kitchen
as a City Project for its design,
bidding, and construction procedures; the Center wants to
add additional funds of
$153,250 to increase the
kitchen project’s scope.
With these agreements in
hand, the two parties also understand that the City is required to complete the required
services the accomplish the
kitchen project. This also included paying for the services

needed to finish the kitchen.
The Center is to allow the City
their right of access to the real
estate. This includes the City’s
employees, agents, contractors,
and subcontractors as well. The
parties are at an agreement that
the costs are not to exceed
$279,236. The parties agree to
cooperate to ensure that the
costs do not exceed the budget
as well. The parties are also in
agreement that the Center is to
use the $153,250 from the additional funds and split it up to
use for the project costs. These
costs include $70,990 to be
used specifically on equipment
with the rest going to other project costs that may arise.
This deal stemmed from
when the Center was renovated
in 2011. During theses renovations, the kitchen was the only
part of the real estate that was
not addressed. The center received $308,878.41 in the past.
This was the money that was
spent on previous renovations,
in which the kitchen was left
unaddressed.

City of Manhattan

The problem is not with
Native Americans. The problem is with a very small
group of people who are
making up false claims of the
effects of a mascot on high
school students. Again the
paid member of the Multicultural Engineering Program
wants to put a trophy in their
Political Correctness shelf
and the school board is actually considering the change
that was meant to be special
to a very special person in
Manhattan High School history.
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City Starts Capital Improvement Budget
CITY COMMISSION
AGENDA MEMO May 1,
2017
FROM: Bernie Hayen, Director of Finance
Hillary Badger, Assistant
Director of Finance MEETING:
May 9, 2017
SUBJECT:
First Work Session on the
2018 City Budget and 20182022 Capital Improvement
Program (CIP)
PRESENTERS: Bernie
Hayen, Director of Finance
Hillary Badger, Assistant
Director of Finance
BACKGROUND
Early each year, City Administration undertakes an extensive budgeting and planning
process that begins in January
involving City Management,
the Department of Finance, and
virtually every Department/Division of the City. This process
includes preparation of budgeting and capital planning worksheets for City Departments to
complete and for Management
to review prior to presenting
this information to the City
Commission.
Under state law, the annual
budgetary process is left up to
each municipality across the
state of Kansas. However, there
is a uniform standard requiring
every municipality to submit a
budget by August 15 of each
year prior to the start of the new
fiscal year, which in Kansas
runs on a calendar year basis,
January 1 through December
31.
Once budgetary information
is submitted to the City Manager, meetings are set for discussions with each City
Department Director or Division Supervisor. At that time,
Management reviews all requests and either (1) allows an
item to stay in the budget for
further review and consideration, (2) modifies an item, (3)
moves an item to another timeframe, or (4) deletes an item.
This internal process is always accomplished prior to the
first budget work session with
the City Commission.
DISCUSSION
Traditionally, the first budget
work session has provided a
broad overview of what City
Administration believes will be
the key issues shaping the annual City budget process.
Please review the enclosures to
this memorandum which provide additional insight into the
issues and challenges that the
2018 City Budget may present.
General Fund
The City’s General Fund is
the fund that supports a majority of City operations including
about 70% of total personnel
expenses. As such, it always has
been the focus of budgetary discussions.
The following are key highlights of the 2018 General Fund
as compared to 2017:
Personnel Expenses
2017 $19,106,790
2018 $19,939,999
Difference
$833,209

Capital
Funding
2017

Improvement

$599,767

tration has not received the final
budgetary requests from the
two outside agencies, and these
impacts could change before fuOther Budgetary Increases
(Commodities, Contractual ture work sessions.
Services, etc.)
Bond and Interest Fund
2017 $8,912,671
The City’s Bond and Interest
2018 $9,322,87
Difference
8 $410,207 Fund is the primary account
from which annual principal
and interest payments are made
Totals
on debt issuances that have
2017 $28,619,228
been approved by the City
2018 $30,174,00
Commission. The issuance of
Difference
8$1,554,780
permanent
financing
for
The 2018 personnel expenses growth-related projects across
include a 0.8% cost of living the City will result in higher anadjustment ($139,415), and a nual principal and interest pay2.6%
wage
adjustment ments within the Bond and
($441,480) to be given to all Interest Fund for 2018.
There will be a mill levy inCity employees. There are five
new positions ($200,000) in the crease of 1.641 in the Bond and
2018 budget for the Airport Se- Interest Fund for 2018, due to
curity requirements. Also, the the principal and interest payposition for public defender ments due, and a decrease of
($72,900) was transferred from revenue from Special Revenue
personnel services to contrac- Funds. Specifically, the Bond
tual services in the Municipal and Interest Fund has had a
Court budget. The additional $500,000 transfer from the Eco$125,214 for personnel ex- nomic Development Fund to
penses is attributed to seasonal support the debt payment for
positions, overtime, and al- the Conference Center and in
lowances (clothing, vehicle, 2018, the transfer is scheduled
to end.
and cell phone).
Other increases in contrac2016 Budget
tual services and commodities
Beginning Cash Balances
can be attributed to first time
$6,960,000
budgetary costs such as Airport
2017 Budget
Security contract ($72,000), ad$9,487,000
ditional request from Flint Hills
2018Budget
Area Transportation Agency
Proposed
$8,000,000
($75,000), contracts for legal
services including the public
Ad Valorem Taxes
defender position and outside
2017
$2,457,341
legal assistance ($162,900).
2018
$2,155,995
Other contractual services and
Proposed
$3,130,309
commodity costs for fuel, gas,
electricity, and telecommunicaIt is important to note that the
tions increased by $92,600.
For 2018, City Administra- above cash balances contain
tion is recommending exempt- both unrestricted cash and reing the General Fund expenses served cash. The reserved cash
for Fire Services, Airport Secu- balances reflect $5,713,800 of
rity, and Municipal Court Secu- sales taxes that are accumulatrity. As allowed by K.S.A ing for the bonded “quality-of79-2925c, “expenditures of city life” projects. This is the exact
or county funds that are specif- amount of debt service required
ically mandated by federal or to make the principal and interstate law; and increased costs est payments for the quality of
for law enforcement, fire pro- life debt.
The City’s overall debt retection or emergency medical
services” may be permitted to mains steady. Special obligation
increase property tax revenues. debt issued for the redevelopment projects (19%) and special
assessments (23%) comprise
Special Revenue Funds
The City has 22 Special Rev- 42% of total debt.
Although these debt service
enue Funds that are budgeted
annually. These funds are sepa- instruments are a major portion
of the City’s total debt, they
rated into two categories:
Those funds that are under have a dedicated revenue
the control of the City Manager stream of funds along with dedicated reserves to ensure the
and,
Those funds that represent continued payment of principal
outside agencies governed by and interest on outstanding
bonds.
appointed boards.
Enterprise Funds
The
City’s
Enterprise
For 2018, some of the Special Revenue Funds that are Funds—Water, Wastewater, and
under the control of the City Stormwater—are not supported
Manager will experience mini- by property taxes but rather by
mal mill levy increases includ- user fees associated with each
ing the Employee Benefit Fund, utility.
Due to mandated expansion
the Kansas Police and Fire
Fund, and the Bond and Interest of the Wastewater Treatment
Plant and capacity/modernizaFund.
tion improvements at the Water
Outside agency budgets that Treatment Plant and wellfields
are not under control of the City that were funded by Kansas DeManager (the Riley County Po- partment of Health and Envilice Department and the Man- ronment (KDHE) loans, it is
hattan Public Library) will have again likely in 2018 that each
budget increases projected for utility will require additional
2018. The projected mill levy rate adjustments in order to
impact for these outside agen- fund capital improvement projcies is (0.089) and 0.000 re- ect requests and adequately
spectively. This impact includes meet debt repayments to the
a 2% delinquency rate for Riley State of Kansas.
Operational improvements in
County Police Department
property taxes. City Adminis- the Capital Improvement Pro2018 $911,131
Difference
$311,364

gram also are anticipated based
on community growth as well
as a continued commitment to
re-investment and maintenance
of existing infrastructure. These
rate adjustments will be discussed separately as part of the
fourth budget work session to
be held in July.

happy to respond to any Commissioner request for additional
budget information or analysis.
Please keep in mind that considerable current data is also
available on the City’s website
by accessing the Budget Information Center at any time.
As a reminder, the following dates regarding the 2018
Summary
City Budget and 2018-2022
As in the past, there are sev- Capital Improvement Program
eral issues that will require City are provided below:
Commission direction for the
2018 City Budget. Currently,
June 13th – Second Work
there is only one Board and Session with the City CommisCommittee request included in sion on proposed 2018 Budget
the 2018 budget, the additional and 2018-2022 CIP. (Second
16 City Board and citizen re- Tuesday)
quests received for the 20182022 Capital Improvement ProJune 27th – Third Work Sesgram are not included in the sion with the City Commission
2018 budget as City Adminis- on proposed 2018 Budget and
tration did not believe these 2018-2022 CIP plus outside enprojects were a higher priority tities appear before the City
than other projects and equip- Commission to present 2018
ment submitted by departments funding requests. (Fourth Tues(Enclosure 7). All citizens who day)
submitted CIP requests were
notified by mail to attend the
July 11th – Fourth Work Sesfirst budget work session if pos- sion with the City Commission
sible.
2014 $411,609
2015 $186,750
2016 $709,750
2017 $599,767
2018 $911,131
General Fund CIP
Budget Impact
During budget preparations,
departments were required to
prioritize capital improvement
projects through the use of a
new capital improvement planning software. In the General
Fund, departments prioritized
by 1-Critical ($474,680), 2Very Important ($206,445), 3Important ($146,006), 4-Less
Important ($84,000), and 5-Future Consideration ($0). City
Administration held meetings
with all City departments to
identify decreasing the General
Fund Capital Improvement Program prior to the second work
session. In addition, City Administration will continue to
monitor spending in 2017 to ensure that ending cash balances
meet targeted projections. In
addition, City Management and
the Finance Department are

on (1) discussion of utility rates
and (2) proposed 2018 Budget
and 2018-2022 CIP. (Second
Tuesday)
July 21st – Publish notice of
2018 City Budget and 20182022 CIP public hearing on August 1st.
July 25th (Optional) – Fifth
Work Session with the City
Commission on proposed 2018
Budget and 2018-2022 CIP.
(Fourth Tuesday)
August 1st – Public Hearing
on the 2018 Budget and 20182022 CIP and first reading of an
ordinance to approve the 2018
City Budget and the amended
2017 City Budget for select
funds if necessary. (First Tuesday)
August 15th – City Commission approves second reading of
an ordinance approving the
2018 City Budget and 20182022 CIP and amended 2017
City Budget for select funds if
necessary. (Third Tuesday)
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Trump abruptly axes FBI's
Comey in midst of Russia probe
WASHINGTON (AP) -President
Donald Trump
abruptly fired FBI Director
James Comey Tuesday, dramatically ousting the nation's top
law enforcement official in the
midst of an FBI investigation
into whether Trump's campaign
had ties to Russia's election
meddling.
In a letter to Comey, Trump
said the firing was necessary to
restore "public trust and confidence" in the FBI. Comey has
come under intense scrutiny in
recent months for his role in an
investigation into Democrat
Hillary Clinton's email practices, including a pair of letters
he sent to Congress on the matter in the closing days of last
year's election.
Trump made no mention of
Comey's role in the Clinton investigation, which she has
blamed in part for the election
result that put him in the White
House. But in announcing the
firing, the White House circulated a scathing memo, written
by deputy Attorney General
Rod Rosenstein, criticizing
Comey's handling of the Clinton probe, including the director's decision to hold a news
conference announcing its find-

ings and releasing "derogatory was beginning immediately.
information" about Clinton.
Tuesday's stunning anThe firing of an FBI director nouncement came shortly after
is exceedingly rare. Democrats the FBI corrected a sentence in
slammed the move, comparing Comey's sworn testimony on
it to President Richard Nixon's Capitol Hill last week. Comey
"Saturday Night Massacre" de- told lawmakers that Huma Abecision to fire the independent din, a top aide to Hillary Clinspecial prosecutor overseeing ton, had sent "hundreds and
the Watergate investigation, thousands" of emails to her husprompting the resignations of band's laptop, including some
the Justice Department's top with classified information.
two officials.
On Tuesday, the FBI said in
"This is Nixonian," Sen. Bob a two-page letter to the Senate
Casey, D-Pa., declared on Twit- Judiciary Committee that only
ter. "Outrageous," said Oregon "a small number" of the thouSen. Ron Wyden, calling for sands of emails found on the
Comey to immediately be sum- laptop had been forwarded
moned to testify to Congress there while most had simply
about the status of the Trump- been backed up from electronic
Russia investigation
devices. Most of the email
chains on the laptop containing
Trump has ridiculed the FBI classified information were not
investigation, as well as concur- the result of forwarding, the
rent congressional investiga- FBI said.
tions, as a "hoax" and has
denied that his campaign was
Some lawmakers welcomed
involved in Russia's election news of the dismissal.
meddling. In his letter to
Comey, he asserted that the FBI
"Given the recent controverdirector had informed him "on sies surrounding the director, I
three separate occasions that I believe a fresh start will serve
am not under investigation."
the FBI and the nation well,"
said Republican Lindsay GraThe White House said the ham of South Carolina, chairsearch for a new FBI director man of a Senate Judiciary

subcommittee investigating the of her decision to use a personal
Russian campaign interference. email account and private internet sever during her four years
Sen. Dianne Feinstein of Cal- as secretary of state.
ifornia, the top Democrat on the
Clinton has partially blamed
Judiciary Committee, said
Trump called her Tuesday after- her loss on Comey's disclosure
noon to inform her of his deci- to Congress less than two
weeks before Election Day that
sion.
the email investigation would
"The next FBI director must be revisited. He later said the
be strong and independent and FBI, again, had found no reason
will receive a fair hearing in the to bring any charges.
Judiciary Committee," she said
Trump disagreed with her asin a statement.
sessment, tweeting that Comey
Comey, 56, was nominated actually "was the best thing that
by President Barack Obama for ever happened to Hillary Clinthe FBI post in 2013 to a 10- ton in that he gave her a free
year term. That appointment pass for many bad deeds!"
does not ensure a director will
Clinton's advisers were
serve the full 10 years, though
Comey is only the second FBI stunned by Trump's decision.
Former campaign spokesman
chief to be fired.
Brian Fallon said that while he
Praised by both parties for believed Comey "inflicted sehis independence and integrity, vere damage" on the FBI, "the
Comey has spent three decades timing and manner of this firing
suggest that it is the product of
in law enforcement.
Donald Trump feeling the heat
But his prominent role in the on the ongoing Russia investi2016 presidential campaign gation and not a well thought
raised questions about his judg- out response to the inappropriment and impartiality. Though ate handling of the Clinton inthe FBI did not recommend vestigation."
charges against Clinton for misBefore the past months' conhandling classified information,
Comey was blisteringly critical troversies, Comey was perhaps

best known for a remarkable
2004 standoff with top officials
in the George W. Bush administration over a federal domestic
surveillance program.
As the deputy attorney general, Comey rushed to the hospital bed of Attorney General
John Ashcroft to physically stop
White House officials in their
bid to get his ailing boss to
reauthorize a secret no-warrant
wiretapping program.
Comey described the incident in 2007 testimony to Congress, explaining that he
believed the spy program put in
place after the Sept. 11, 2001,
terror attacks was legally questionable.
When he learned that Andrew Card, the president's chief
of staff, and Alberto Gonzales,
the White House counsel, were
heading to Ashcroft's hospital
room despite Ashcroft's wife's
instructions that there be no visitors, Comey told Congress,
Comey beat them there and
watched as Ashcroft turned
them away.
"That night was probably the
most difficult night of my professional life," Comey said.FBI

FBI chief known for judgment calls is done in by turmoil
WASHINGTON (AP) -There was a time when doing
the right thing seemed pretty
simple to James Comey, the
FBI director whom President
Donald Trump fired on Tuesday.
"There's right, and there's
wrong and it ain't hard to tell the
difference," he once said flatly.
That was before Comey
lobbed a stink bomb into the
2016 presidential race just before the November election by
announcing investigators had
found more emails that might or might not - relate to Hillary
Clinton's use of a private email
setup as secretary of state.
And it was before Comey
publicly confirmed in March
that the FBI since last summer
had been investigating contacts
between the Trump campaign
and Russian officials.
Before Comey put himself at
odds with Trump by contradicting presidential tweets in which
Trump asserted his phones had
been ordered tapped by Presi-

dent Barack Obama.
Before Comey confessed last
week that he felt "mildly nauseous" at the thought that he
might have tipped the election
outcome.
Before the FBI had to correct
the record on Tuesday regarding misstatements he'd made in
his latest testimony on the Clinton email case.
Whew.
After months of tumult and
tension between Comey's FBI
and the White House, Trump
said he was acting to restore
"public trust and confidence" in
the nation's top law enforcement agency. The administration cited Comey's handling of
the Clinton email investigation
as justification for his dismissal.
By the time Trump cut short
Comey's 10-year appointment,
the FBI director who prided
himself on his squeaky-clean
reputation was catching criticism from all directions.
Sen. Lindsey Graham, RS.C., said after the firing that

"given the recent controversies
surrounding the director, I believe a fresh start will serve the
FBI and the nation well."
Democrats accused Trump of
using the email scandal as a fig
leaf for getting rid of the head
of the FBI as it investigates possible Trump campaign connections to the Russians.
Comey has found himself in
the spotlight before for standing
on what the 6-foot-8 lawyer
saw as the moral high ground.
Before the 2016 presidential
campaign, Comey was best
known for the tale of his dramatic rush to the bedside of
then-Attorney General John
Ashcroft in a darkened hospital
room in 2004 for a standoff
with senior White House officials over federal wiretapping
rules. Comey, serving as acting
attorney
general
during
Ashcroft's illness, dashed to the
bedside to block Bush administration officials from making an
end run to get Ashcroft's permission to reauthorize a secret

no-warrant wiretapping program.
"That night was probably the
most difficult night of my professional life," Comey testified
before Congress in 2007.
He's experienced plenty of
turmoil since.
Former Justice Department
officials and lawmakers from
both parties called Comey's revelation about Clinton's emails
just 11 days before the election
an improper, astonishing and
perplexing intrusion into politics in the critical endgame of
the 2016 campaign.
It was an unexpected
predicament for the man who
had painted ethical decisionmaking as an easy call. But
Comey's internal certitude has
led the FBI official to freelance
his positions at times.
In 2015, he broke from the
White House in suggesting a
possible link between rising
homicide rates in some American cities and police officers'
anxieties about taking actions

that could be recorded for viral
videos. The White House distanced itself from those remarks, saying there was no
scientific evidence to support a
connection, or to show that officers were pulling back from
their responsibilities.
Comey, a former Republican
who is no longer registered with
a political party, spent 15 years
as a federal prosecutor before
serving in the George W. Bush
administration. His office
brought the case that led to
Martha Stewart's conviction on
obstruction of justice and lying
to government investigators. As
an assistant U.S. attorney in
Virginia, he handled the investigation of the 1996 bombing of
the Khobar Towers housing
complex in Saudi Arabia that
killed 19 members of the U.S.
military.
Obama, when he nominated
Comey to the FBI job in 2013,
cited his willingness to stand up
to power "at key moments
when it's mattered most," refer-

encing the hospital-room standoff.
But the Obama White House
left Comey dangling after his
much-criticized announcements
regarding Clinton, saying it was
up to Comey to defend himself
in the face of what Obama
spokesman Josh Earnest called
"significant criticism from a variety of legal experts, including
individuals who served in senior Department of Justice positions in administrations that
were led by presidents in both
parties."
Clinton last week said she
was "on the way to winning"
until Comey's letter and the
WikiLeaks release of internal
campaign emails scared off voters.
During a Senate hearing last
week, Comey testified that,
faced with whether to disclose
the information about Clinton
late in the campaign or conceal
it, he had to choose between
"really bad and catastrophic"
and he decided to "walk into the
world of really bad."
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Obamacare’s Pre-existing Failure
By Jeffrey A. Singer
CATO Institute
President Donald Trump
promised the American people
that any bill that repeals and replaces Obamacare would protect patients with pre-existing
conditions. As this is being
written, Republican “moderates” and “conservatives” are
deadlocked over a repeal and
replace bill. Moderates fear that
allowing states to opt out of
Obamacare’s requirement that
insurance companies accept
people who are already sick and
charge them no differently than
their healthy customers means
people with pre-existing conditions might lose coverage or see
their premiums skyrocket in
those states.
What they don’t seem to realize is that these requirements
— called “guaranteed issue”
and “community rating” by insurance professionals — are actually jeopardizing access to
quality health care for these individuals.
Before Obamacare’s enactment, employer sponsored
group health plans, Medicaid
and Medicare already covered
people with pre-existing conditions. And insurance bought in
the individual market was
“guaranteed renewable,” meaning a person couldn’t be
dropped or see premiums go up
if they suddenly developed a
costly condition, as long as they
maintained continuous coverage with that insurance company. (This was already worked
into the price of the insurance.)
So only a small segment of the
individual insurance population
was faced with the terrible
problem of being unable to afford — or even purchase —
health insurance because of a
costly pre-existing condition.
Some estimate that less than a
million people have this problem.
Several states, such as Wisconsin and Maine, set up subsi-

dized high-risk pools that
worked well to provide these
people with insurance at a rate
that was not out of reach. The
market was also responding
with the appearance of health
status insurance, a product that
basically insures younger,
healthier people against the risk
of someday being unable to obtain new health insurance because they developed a
pre-existing condition. The policy then pays the premiums for
their new insurance. United
Health Care already was out
with such a product in 2008. Allowing people to form association health plans, much in the
way that large companies become self-insured, would also
help ameliorate this problem by
giving greater numbers of individuals access to group health
coverage.
But Obamacare made those
solutions irrelevant and unavailable.
Instead, guaranteed issue and
community rating were imposed on the entire national individual insurance market. This
created some perverse incentives. It now made sense for a
young healthy person to wait to
get sick before spending precious dollars on insurance premiums. After all, you can’t be
denied coverage and the cost
would be the same. Obamacare
tried to discourage this via the
“individual mandate” penalty,
which had an incomplete effect.
Without the dollars of the
young and healthy (who are unlikely to use the insurance) in
the pool, the insurance premiums rose — deductibles soared
as well to keep premiums from
rising even higher.
But the most harmful incentive was to spur insurance companies into a “race to the
bottom” when it comes to coverage of people with serious,
costly, medical conditions.
Such people don’t need the
threat of a penalty to get them

to buy insurance. They want insurance. But insurance companies don’t want them. People
with these costly conditions are
a big drain on the pool of
money insurers have available
to pay claims. So insurers design provider and hospital networks in such a way as to make
them unattractive. They make
sure the providers and hospitals
most noted for treating some of
these conditions are not a part
of their network, in hopes of
chasing these potential customers to their competitor.
This behavior all-to-often results in a tragic situation like the
one in which a colleague of
mine finds herself. She’s an
anesthesiologist in solo practice
and has been treated for breast
cancer. She must seek insurance
on the individual market. But in
Arizona’s largest county, where
she practices, there is only one
insurer left in the market. All of
the others have pulled out because they found guaranteed
issue/community rating economically unsustainable. And
this lone insurer has none of the
breast cancer specialists she has
been seeing within its network,
nor any of the specialized centers.
Fortunately for her, she can
afford to pay out-of-pocket for
her totally out-of-network care
and essentially waste her
money on high deductible, extremely expensive insurance to
avoid the individual mandate
penalty. But many people who
are not in my colleague’s income bracket settle for less access to quality care.
The politicians in Congress
getting cold feet on repeal and
replace must be made aware
that there are better ways to protect people with pre-existing
conditions than the way Obamacare imposed on the entire
country. In fact, the current way
is hurting the very people it is
intended to help.
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Uninspired French Voters
Choose a ‘Centrist’ President
Rather Than a Far-Right
By Nolan Peterson
Heritage Foundation
PARIS—As is the case most
Sundays, Rue de Bac in central
Paris was quiet this morning.
The shops were closed, as
were most cafes on this day
when self-styled centrist Emmanuel Macron would defeat
the far-right candidate, Marine
Le Pen, to become France’s
next president.
Except for Le Saint Germain
cafe, at the corner of Rue du
Bac and Boulevard Saint-Germain. On the outdoor terrace,
patrons sipped on coffee and
munched leisurely on croissants, as is the custom on any
morning.
Most were reading a newspaper. Two American tourists
thumbed through a Lonely
Planet guidebook; true to form,
their voices a decibel level or
two above the rest.
Inside, 58-year-old Marco
was working behind the bar.
Gray-haired with the sleeves of
his white button-down shirt
rolled up and a black apron tied
around his soft waist, Marco
served coffee and croissants to
customers standing at the bar.
“Have you voted yet?”
Marco asked an older man who
wore a driving cap and was
reading a copy of Le Figaro, a
staple conservative French
newspaper.
“No,” the man replied between sips of coffee. “And I
don’t plan to.”
“I’m not going to vote because both candidates are no
good,” Marco told The Daily
Signal, asking that his last name
not be used due to privacy concerns. “Neither one talks about
the country. They only talk

about their small problems; it’s
only a quarrel between the two
of them.”
At the intersection of Rue du
Bac and Boulevard Saint-Germain in central Paris. (Photo:
Nolan Peterson/The Daily Signal)
Outside the cafe, the sky was
gray, the air cool and fresh, and
the sidewalks still wet from
spring showers the evening
prior.
A homeless man sat beneath
two vandalized campaign
posters for Macron, France’s
39-year-old former economy
minister under Socialist President
François
Hollande.
Macron ended up winning Sunday’s presidential election by
taking 65 percent of the vote to
defeat his rival, Le Pen, 48, of
the far-right, eurosceptic, antiimmigration National Front
party.
“His resounding victory confirms that a very large majority
of our fellow citizens have
united around the values of the
Republic and signaled their attachment to the European
Union as well as the opening up
of France to the world,” incumbent French President Francois
Hollande said of Macron’s victory in a Sunday evening statement.
Yet, with his win, Macron
faces a divided country with a
litany of economic and security
woes, including terrorism and
high unemployment.
“Many will be breathing a
sigh of relief with Macron’s win
but while he is far more preferable than the anti-NATO, antiAmerican, and pro-Putin Le
Pen, we should not kid ourselves into thinking that he rep-
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after a scandal-tainted campaign.
“The media decided for the
French people that the new
president would be Emmanuel
Macron,” Van Houten said.
“For one year now the media
wanted to have a match between Macron and Le Pen. So

today I’ll go to Fontainebleau
Forest to run a trail. I’ll not go
to vote.”
By all accounts, the lack of
enthusiasm generated by both
candidates translated into historically low levels of voter participation. As of 8 p.m. in Paris,
turnout was estimated to be

roughly 75 percent—the lowest
level of voter participation in a
presidential second-round vote
since 1969, according to French
news reports.
Macron’s win was decisive.
But with such low levels of participation, his mandate to govern might be weakened

resents the sort of change
France so desperately needs,”
Luke Coffey, director of the
Douglas and Sarah Allison Center for Foreign Policy at The
Heritage Foundation, told The
Daily Signal.
“While Le Pen would have
done great damage to France
and its standing in the world,
Macron’s stale economic policies mean that France will remain on economic life support
for the foreseeable future,” Coffey said.
Abstention
Sunday marked the tepid end
of a historic French presidential
campaign. For the first time in
France’s Fifth Republic, the Socialists and Les Republicains,
France’s establishment liberal
and conservative political parties, respectively, were not represented in the second, final
round of the presidential election.
Sunday’s vote highlighted an
upheaval of France’s political
order and a stark crossroads for
France’s future due to the diametrically opposing political
policies and philosophies of
Macron and Le Pen.
However, for many French
voters, both Macron and Le Pen
were a disappointment. Le Pen
was too extreme, and Macron
was considered to be under the
thumb of France’s banking
elite.
“My favorite candidate was
François Fillon,” Carmen Van
Houten, a 52-year-old pediatric
nurse at a public hospital told
The Daily Signal, referring to
the conservative Les Republicains candidate who lost in the
April 23 first round of voting

Waterville Golf Course
Public Welcome - 9 hole grass green course.
Green Fees are $12.00 a day, plus cart rental fees are posted.

The clubhouse is available to rent.
Member and Guest cost is $50.00.
There is a required deposit of $50.00
for all renters.

Memberships:
$325 single membership,
$375 family membership.
Monthly bank draft available.
Call Terry Roepke
at 785-363-2224 or Alan Yungeberg
785-363-7444
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Harsher sentences could result from guidance weighed by US
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Justice Department officials have
been weighing new guidance
that would encourage prosecutors to charge suspects with the
most serious offenses they can
prove, a reversal of Obama-era
policies that aimed to reduce
the federal prison population
and show more leniency to
lower-level drug offenders.
If embraced by Attorney
General Jeff Sessions, this
could result in an increased use
of rigid mandatory minimum
sentences that critics have
called unnecessarily harsh.

nation's federal prosecutors, but
the timeframe for release is unclear. Drafts of the memo have
been circulating for weeks and
have undergone revisions, so
the final language is not yet certain.
A person involved in the discussions described one version
to The Associated Press speaking only on condition of
anonymity because the guidance has not been publicly announced. As outlined, that
version would encourage prosecutors to charge people with
the most serious, provable offenses - something more likely
The guidance is taking shape to trigger mandatory minimum
in the form of a memo that ulti- sentences. Those rules limit a
mately will be shared with the judge's discretion and are typi-

Attorney calls Kansas lawmakers' school aid plan inadequate
TOPEKA, Kan. (AP) _ An
attorney for school districts that
successfully sued Kansas said
Monday that a legislative plan
to boost education funding over
five years is inadequate as lawmakers wrestled with the details
of how new money would be
distributed.
A special House committee
began debating a plan to phase
in a $762 million increase in the
state's annual aid of more than
$4 billion for its 286 public
school districts. The Kansas
Supreme Court ruled in March
that the state's current education
funding is inadequate and gave
legislators until June 30 to enact
a new finance law.
Lawmakers must respond to
the court's ruling while also
closing projected budget shortfalls totaling $887 million
through June 2019. The GOPcontrolled Legislature is looking at rolling back past personal
income tax cuts promoted by
Republican Gov. Sam Brownback, and many lawmakers
want any tax increases to cover
extra funding for schools as

well.
But attorney John Robb said
the House committee's school
finance plan would take too
long to phase in an increase
that's not enough to finance a
suitable education for every
child. Robb represents the
Dodge City, Hutchinson, Wichita and Kansas City, Kansas,
districts, which sued the state in
2010.
``Five years is being done
solely because they don't want
to raise enough taxes to meet
their obligations,'' Robb told
The Associated Press.
The Supreme Court did not
specify in its March order how
much legislators must increase
education funding. Some Republicans have argued that lawmakers could satisfy the court
even with the existing amount
of aid if it were better targeted
to programs for children at risk
of failing.
Robb said he believes a State
Board of Education proposal to
phase in an $893 million increase in aid over two years
would be adequate.

Crafty Senior Plus
Spring Sale
Remember Mother's Day
Many wonderful items for sale
some new ones added.
Please stop by and say hello.
Manhattan Town Center Mall
May 11-12-13, 2017
10:00 am - 8:30 pm

cally dictated, for example, by
the quantity of drugs involved
in a crime.
Such a policy shift has been
expected since Sessions was appointed and is in keeping with
his tough-on-crime public posture, resistance to proposals he
sees as overly lenient and repeated statements about running a Justice Department that
enforces laws as they're written.
In 2003, Attorney General John
Ashcroft enacted a similar policy that directed prosecutors to
"pursue the most serious, readily provable offense in all federal prosecutions."
Department spokeswoman
Sarah Isgur Flores told AP that
Sessions has called for a review
of all department policies " to
focus on keeping Americans
safe and will be issuing further
guidance and support to our
prosecutors executing this priority - including an updated
memorandum on charging for
all criminal cases."
The new policy statement is
likely to represent a major departure from a 2013 initiative
known as "Smart on Crime," in
which then-Attorney General
Eric Holder discouraged harsh
sentences for low-level, nonviolent offenders, which advocates say contributed to a
national rethinking of how
America's drug criminals
should be prosecuted.

Holder's guidance was aimed
at reducing costs of a crowded
federal prison system, encouraging shorter sentences for drug
offenders not seen as threat to
public safety and preserving
Justice Department resources
for more serious and violent
criminals.
Though Holder did say that
prosecutors ordinarily should
charge the most serious offense,
he instructed them to do an "individualized assessment" of the
defendant's conduct. And he
outlined exceptions, for not pursuing mandatory minimum sentences,
including
if
a
defendant's crime does not involve violence or if he doesn't
have a leadership role in a criminal organization.
The Obama policy shift coincided with U.S. Sentencing
Commission changes that made
tens of thousands of federal
drug prisoners eligible for early
release, and an Obama administration clemency initiative that
freed convicts deemed deserving of a second chance. Combined, those changes led to a
steep decline in a federal prison
population that now stands at
just under 190,000, down from
nearly 220,000 in 2013. Nearly
half of those inmates are in custody for drug crimes, records
show.
Obama administration officials cited that decline and a
drop in the overall number of

drug prosecutions as evidence
that policies were working as
intended. They argued prosecutors were getting pickier about
the cases they were bringing
and were seeking mandatory
minimum sentences less often.
Efforts to overhaul the criminal justice system secured bipartisan support in recent years
as Republicans embraced its
cost-cutting potential while Democrats saw a chance to correct
what they consider unduly
harsh sentences.
Still, some prosecutors felt
constrained by the Holder directive and expressed concern
that they'd lose plea bargaining
leverage - and a key inducement for cooperation - without
the ability to more freely pursue
years-long mandatory minimum punishments.
Sessions himself has long
signaled his opposition to the
"Smart on Crime" policies, and
has repeatedly warned that
eliminating mandatory minimums weakens the ability of
law enforcement to protect the
public.
In the Senate, he was among
a group of GOP lawmakers last
year who opposed legislation
that would have allowed judges
to reduce prison time for some
drug offenders. He warned that
the bill would release thousands
of violent felons and endanger
lives, at a time when crime in
some large cities was rising.

After becoming attorney general, he promised in March
there would be new guidance
on criminal charges. He also directed the nation's federal prosecutors to intensify their focus
on the worst violent offenders.
"My vision of a smart way to
do this is, let's take that arrest,
lets hammer that criminal who's
distributing drugs that have
been imported in our country,"
Sessions said in a speech that
month to law enforcement officials.
Barry Pollack, president of
the National Association of
Criminal Defense Lawyers,
said the organization hoped the
Justice Department would
"agree that disproportionate resources should not be expended
on nonviolent offenses committed by persons with limited to
no criminal history and that
drug addiction needs to be combated through treatment, not incarceration."
However, the National Association of Assistant United
States Attorneys said Holder's
policies have hindered the work
of narcotics prosecutors.
"The result was that too frequently drug traffickers were
not charged at all, or received
much lighter sentences while
avoiding cooperating with the
government," it said in statement.
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Younger Judicial Nominees Give Trump Chance for Legacy
By Fred Lucas
Heritage Foundation
President Donald Trump will
begin to leave his mark on the
lower courts of the federal judiciary with 10 nominees named
Monday, many of them judges
still in their 40s.
“The president followed
the principles that were used to
guide that list to select the additional eight individuals,”
@PressSec says.
Shortly after 7:30 p.m. Monday, the White House formally
announced Trump’s nomination
of five judges to federal appellate courts and another five
judges to lower federal courts.
“They all appear to be bright,
young, capable conservatives
who promise to be outstanding
judges; some are already
judges,” John Malcolm, a legal
scholar who oversees the Institute for Constitutional Government
at
The
Heritage
Foundation, told The Daily Signal earlier in the day.
Two of the appeals court
nominees—Michigan Supreme
Court Justice Joan Larsen, 48,
nominated to the 6th Circuit,
and Minnesota Supreme Court
Justice David Stras, 44, nominated to the 8th Circuit—were
on a list of 21 contenders for the
U.S. Supreme Court that the
Trump campaign released
months ago.
Trump’s campaign combined
lists of strong candidates for the

Supreme Court compiled separately by scholars at The Heritage Foundation and The
Federalist Society. [Heritage
did not develop its list at the
candidate’s request, as previous
wording suggested.]
Trump also nominated Amy
Coney Barrett, 45, a law professor at Notre Dame and former
law clerk for the late U.S.
Supreme Court Justice Antonin
Scalia, for the 7th Circuit, and
Louisville lawyer John K.
Bush, 53, for the 6th Circuit.
Rounding out the appeals
court nominees is Alabama’s
former solicitor general, Kevin
Newsom, 44, who clerked for
Justice David Souter, nominated for a seat on the 11th Circuit.
White House press secretary
Sean Spicer told reporters during the Monday afternoon briefing:
These 10 individuals the
president has chosen were chosen for their deep knowledge of
the law and their commitment
to upholding constitutional
principles. Two of the nominees
today came from the list of potential Supreme Court nominees that the president released
during the campaign. … The
president followed the principles that were used to guide that
list to select the additional eight
individuals.
Spicer said more judicial and
other nominations are on the

way.
“I think you will continue to
see a very robust amount of announcements on not just the judicial front, but on several
fronts,” he said.
Most Supreme Court justices
previously served as appeals
court judges. Also, the high
court can take only a limited
number of cases. So, circuit
court nominees are highly important.
Trump previously nominated
U.S. District Judge Amul Thapar to serve on the 6th Circuit.
He is awaiting Senate confirmation.
With more than 120 vacancies, the nominations can’t
come too soon, said J. Christian
Adams, a former Justice Department attorney who now is
president of the Public Interest
Legal Foundation, a conservative legal group.
“I’m in federal courts all the
time. There are too many vacancies,” Adams told The Daily
Signal. “So, we can’t have too
many nominees.”
A Democratic majority in
the Senate eliminated that
chamber’s filibuster for nominees to the district and circuit
courts in 2013.
“With a Republican Senate,
now is the best time to nominate solid judges,” Adams said.
“There is no reason to wait.”
Trump seems to have his
eyes on the future with these
nominees, said Curt Levey,

president of the Committee for
Justice and a constitutional
lawyer with FreedomWorks, a
conservative advocacy group.
“It’s clear that the administration is looking at young nominees,” Levey told The Daily
Signal. “Being an appeals court
judge, if not on the short list, it
puts you on the long list for the
Supreme Court. … This administration seems to be making a
bigger factor of age than previous administrations.”
Trump also nominated
Damien Schiff, a lawyer with
the Pacific Legal Foundation, a
conservative legal group, to the
U.S. Court of Federal Claims.
The White House said the
president made two district
court nominations and intends
to make two more:
Scott Palk, with the University of Oklahoma College of
Law, to the Western District of
Oklahoma.
Idaho state Judge David Nye
to the U.S. District Court for
Idaho.
Dabney Friedrich, a member
of the U.S. Sentencing Commission and a former associate
White House counsel under
President George W. Bush, to
the U.S. District Court for the
District of Columbia (pending).
U.S. Magistrate Judge
Terry Moorer to the Middle
District of Alabama (pending).
The nominees build on
Trump’s success in getting another appeals court judge, Neil

Gorsuch, confirmed to the
Supreme Court just weeks ago,
said Carrie Severino, chief
counsel for the Judicial Crisis
Network, who posted brief biographies of each of Monday’s
nominees on National Review’s website.
“The nominees have stellar
qualifications and a record of
courageous commitment to the
rule of law that will make them
excellent additions to the federal bench,” Severino said.
“When it comes to fulfilling his
campaign promise to appoint
strong, principled judges,
Trump is knocking it out of the
park.”
This report was updated after

the White House announced
just after 7:30 p.m. Monday that
President Donald Trump officially had made eight of the
nominations and plans to make
the other two.

By Kevin Glass
Watchdog
Anti-smoking nannies have
pushed their crusade further and
further, and in California,
they’re increasingly reaching
into peoples’ lives. Next up?
They’re trying to prohibit
smoking inside your own home.
The city of Novato has
passed one of the most sweeping anti-smoking ordinances in
the country. It prohibits smoking in all restaurants, service

Nanny State of the Week: Bad
science guides Novato nannies
areas, public parks, apartment
buildings, condo units and
more.
In fact, the ordinance is so
sweeping that it specifies the
two places where smoking is
not banned: inside of private
cars and in single-family detached homes. Live in an apartment building? You’re out of
luck. Own your own condo inside of a complex? Also out of
luck. Smoking is prohibited almost everywhere else.
The ban is a natural extension of the extremist logic that
has driven other smoking bans
in California.
California was the first state
to prohibit smoking inside of
restaurants and bars, and the
city of San Rafael was first to
ban smoking inside of commonly-shared homes. This is an
increasingly popular kind of
regulation, but it’s based on
junk science — studies have
shown little relationship between second-hand smoke and
cancer.
What’s worse, the Novato
regulation prohibits e-cigarettes
and vaping products in the same
way. E-cigarettes and vaping
products are frequently used by
smokers to stop smoking, and
have been shown to be safer
than traditional tobacco products.
This isn’t strictly Novato’s
fault: They’re following the
misguided suggestions of California’s Tobacco Education and
Research Oversight Committee,
which advises that e-cigarette
products should be prohibited
everywhere traditional tobacco
products are.
The regulations effectively
outlaw smoking for people who
aren’t extremely wealthy. As
Steven Greenhut at The American Spectator reported:
The law targets lower-in-

come people given that singlefamily homes are exempt in a
city where the median singlehome value is around $745,000.
It acknowledges no difference
between cigarette smoking,
which is unquestionably dangerous, and the use of vaping
products and other nicotine
products that are far less dangerous to users — and have few
discernible “externalities” that
could inflict harm on others. It’s
an affront to property rights
since the law dictates the terms
of leases and makes no distinction between private and public
property.
If you don’t own a singlefamily home or car and your
landlord doesn’t choose to provide a carefully designated
smoking area that meets the
city’s detailed rules, there is no
legal place to use tobacco products in the entire city given that
it’s banned virtually everywhere else.
As an additional justification,
Novato’s ordinance cites “the
failure of tobacco retailers to
comply with all tobacco control
laws, particularly laws prohibiting the sale of tobacco products
to minors,” even though Novato
is a remarkably compliant jurisdiction. According to the Food
and Drug Administration’s random compliance checks, Novato has had only one violation
in the last five years — a 98.2
percent compliance rate, according to the FDA’s database.
Novato’s incredibly stringent
regulations are based on bad
science and bad statistics. If
policymakers want to implement evidence-based policymaking, they would do well not
to follow the lead of nannies
obsessed with controlling behavior.

Seizure of Kansas student
newspapers shone light on dispute
WICHITA, Kan. (AP) _ The
temporary seizure of newspapers at a Kansas community
college last week shone a media
spotlight on a long-running dispute between administrators
and student journalists.

and its alleged use of disciplinary procedures to punish them
for news stories.
The administration earlier
this month suspended him and
cancelled his classes before the
end of the semester.

Hutchinson Community ColMontgomery calls it an ablege's board of trustees is expected Tuesday to wade into the solute planned conspiracy to
deny these students their First
controversy.
Amendment rights.
That is when suspended jourHCC President Carter File
nalism professor Alan Montgomery plans to talk to trustees defended the college's actions,
about the administration's treat- saying he doesn't care what is
ment of the student journalists in the paper.
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Conservatives Fight for Free Speech at a Far-Left College
By Mary Clare Reim
Heritage Foundation
There seems to be a serious
disconnect nowadays between
what conservatives are, and
what they are accused of being.
Campus leftists thoughtlessly
dub conservatives “racists” and
“homophobes,” and regularly
fling those epithets on both conservative students and rightleaning speakers who come to
campus.
This misunderstanding of
conservative values is deeply
unfortunate, and it comes amid
a growing tendency on American college campuses to shut
down debate and villainize
those with whom the status quo
disagrees.

One campus conservative
group, the Hood College Republicans, decided to push back
on the trend and to re-engage
their campus.
In an attempt to reopen dialogue and clearly convey their
beliefs, the group’s members
created a display on campus
with various quotes and graphics describing conservative values.
The display admittedly hit on
some controversial issues. Students and faculty were particularly concerned over a quote
from conservative commentator
Ben Shapiro, which stated of
transgender people, “Biology is
biology; men can’t magically
become women and women
can’t magically become men.”

Students and faculty members called the display “hateful”
and “propaganda.” The president of Hood College wrote in
an email that a review will take
place to see if the display violates college rules, citing that it
is possible for the Hood College
Republicans to receive sanctions.
In a statement released by
Hood College Republicans, the
group expressed deep concern
over the administration’s response to its display:
The handling of the situation
by the school has demonstrated
the extreme bias against free
speech and diversity of thought
for conservative views on campus, saying that the espousing

of such views was offensive
and dangerous. The administration has also tried to claim that
we have been committing harassment and discrimination
simply by expressing such
views on paper. Our members
have personally received violent threats from members of
the Hood Community and have
been regularly targeted online,
with many on and off campus
citing us as a hate group.
This story, like so many others we hear from college campuses today, underscores the
true extent to which the First
Amendment is under attack at
American universities.
The reality of politically correct campus culture does not always come in large violent

protests as we saw at Berkeley
or Middlebury. The more frequent reality is conservative
viewpoints, such as those advertised by Hood College Republicans, being quietly forced
out.
For example, Peter Wood recently wrote for The Federalist
that a professor at Springfield
College is being forced out for
teaching a course on “Men in
Literature,” which did not sit
well with campus feminists.
It should go without saying
that students at Hood College,
and at every college, must have
their First Amendment rights
protected. This basic freedom
guaranteed by our Constitution
should be respected in all areas
of American life.

Teaching the importance of
such freedoms should be a top
priority for our American universities, which used to serve as
laboratories for democratic
thought and factories of an educated citizenry.
But today, our universities’
main product appears to be
thought-followers, not thoughtleaders.
As students and faculty appear to be doubling down on
their war against free speech,
university administrators must
stand firm to protect the most
basic constitutional rights of
their students.
After all, the true test of free
speech is how well we tolerate
those we most disagree with.

How the New York Times misrepresents the U.S. Supreme Court
By Rob Natelson
Watchdog
A recent New York Times
story, titled “A Polarized
Supreme Court, Growing More
So,” illustrates how left-of-center media distort perceptions of
the U.S. Supreme Court.
The story’s problems begin
with the lead paragraph’s assertion that Justice Neil Gorsuch’s
appointment is “a conservative
replacing another conservative.” What the Times probably
intended to say is that the appointment replaces an originalist with an originalist.

Originalism and conservatism
are not the same thing.
Originalism is untied to political results, whether liberal or
conservative. It applies the
methods English and American
judges have used for centuries
to interpret most documents, including constitutions. The primary difference between
modern originalists and nonoriginalists hinges on whether
judges should be consistent or
whether they should change the
rules of interpretation for some
hot-button constitutional issues.
In the article, as elsewhere,

the Times describes the Court
as split five-to-four, with the
majority constituting a “conservative bloc.” It is more accurate
to describe the Court as split
four ways: (1) liberal activists
(Elena Kagan, Ruth Bader
Ginsburg, Stephen Breyer,
Sonia Sotomayor), (2) originalists (Clarence Thomas and Gorsuch), (3) advocates of judicial
deference (John Roberts,
Samuel Alito), and (4) an erratic
social libertarian (Anthony
Kennedy).
“And, in a shift in recent
years,” the Times writes, “par-

As Senate Mulls Obamacare Repeal, Insurers
in 2 States Ask Double-Digit Premium Hikes
By Melissa Quinn
Heritage Foundation
Consumers in at least two
states face the prospect of double-digit increases in health insurance rates next year, as
insurers attempt to price premiums amid uncertainty, including
from Congress and President
Donald Trump on the fate of
Obamacare.
Also driving rate increases is
the fact that the millions of
Americans enrolled on Obamacare’s exchanges are sicker
than the general population.
Insurance companies selling
plans in Maryland and Connecticut have submitted their
rate requests for 2018, as other
insurers decide whether they’ll
continue to offer coverage on
Obamacare’s state-run and federal exchanges.
Already, Tennessee and Iowa
have seen an exodus of major
insurers. Consumers in parts of
those states are in jeopardy of
having no insurers to choose
from on the exchange next year.
Humana announced in February that it no longer would
sell Obamacare coverage in
Tennessee, leaving residents of
16 counties in the eastern part
of the state at risk of having no
plans available to them.
But BlueCross BlueShield of
Tennessee stepped in Tuesday,
notifying the state’s insurance
commissioner in a letter that it
would sell coverage on the
Obamacare exchange in those
areas.
That coverage, though, may
come with a steep price, the insurer warned.
“Given the potential negative

effects of federal legislation
and/or regulatory changes, we
believe it will be necessary to
price-in those downside risks,
even at the prospect of a higherthan-average margin for the
short term, or until stability can
be achieved,” J.D. Hickey, president of BlueCross BlueShield
of Tennessee, wrote.
In Iowa, Wellmark Blue
Cross and Blue Shield and
Aetna already said this year
they no longer would sell plans
in the individual market next
year. That leaves just one insurer, Medica, as the only
choice for Iowans living in 94
of the state’s 99 counties.
But Medica indicated last
week that it would leave Iowa’s
individual insurance market.
“Without swift action by the
state or Congress to provide stability to Iowa’s individual insurance market, Medica will not be
able to serve the citizens of
Iowa in the manner and breadth
that we do today,” the company
said in a statement to The Des
Moines Register.
Higher Premiums
Alongside potential exits
from Obamacare’s exchanges,
insurers in Maryland, Connecticut, and Virginia have begun to
submit proposed premium increases for 2018.
Chris Sloan, a senior manager at Avalere, stressed that the
figures coming from insurers
are only proposed rates, and
those rates typically decrease as
insurance companies negotiate
with state insurance departments and their commissioners.
Still, the preliminary figures
from insurance companies indi-

cate that uncertainty about the
future of the health insurance
market, and the enrollment population from years past, could
lead to double-digit premium
increases next year.
“This is a market that continues to have underlying issues
with the risk,” Sloan told The
Daily Signal. “Last year, a lot of
people looked at 2017 as a market correction, which is why we
had such big increases [in premiums], but then going into
2018 and nothing has changed
in most of these markets.”
In Connecticut, just two insurers will sell health coverage
on Obamacare’s exchange next
year, according to the state.
There, Anthem requested an
average rate increase of 34 percent for plans sold in the individual market. ConnectiCare
requested an average rate increase of 15 percent for individual health plans.
In documents filed with the
state, ConnectiCare said that
despite “uncertainties” in the
market, the company based its
pricing on “weakened” enforcement of Obamacare’s individual
mandate and continuation of
cost-sharing reduction payments, which are taxpayerfunded subsidies that lower the
cost of deductibles and copayments for exchange customers.
Anthem also attributed its request for a 34 percent rate increase to the continuation of the
subsidies that lessen the amount
low-income Americans pay in
deductibles and copayments.
But the company also warned it
has continued to enroll patients
who are sicker and require more
expensive care.

tisan affiliation has become a
very strong predictor of voting
trends for all its members.” The
sentence is technically true but
substantially misleading. This
description would be better: although Democratic appointees
have been reliably liberal on
most issues, Republican appointees have commonly
slipped to the left—a slippage
reduced recently as GOP administrations have adopted better vetting procedures.
The article’s thigh-slapper is
its description of Kennedy as “a
moderate conservative.” Anyone familiar with Kennedy’s judicial style knows that he is not
a moderate anything, much less
a conservative. It is true that he
has voted to strike down some
particularly ambitious pieces of
congressional legislation, but he
has also reaffirmed the very liberal view that the federal government may exercise almost
unfettered control over the national economy. More importantly, he has written a series of
opinions reaching radical social
results through an untethered
and virtually unprecedented
methodology.

Similarly revealing are the
“experts” the Times chose to
quote. Apparently, there are no
experts in flyover country or in
the South. Everyone worth
hearing is from the Northeast or
West Coast. This is an extraordinary omission because the
nomination of Gorsuch, a Coloradan, was widely viewed as
an effort to rebalance the court
toward the country’s center.Bottom of Form
Neither do practicing lawyers
exist in the Times’ world.
Everyone quoted is affiliated
with an academic or policy institution.
Nor do consistent originalist
experts exist—even though the
Gorsuch hearings dwelt largely
on originalism. The Times
quotes four liberals and one activist libertarian. No originalist
scholars at all.
The Times article cites just
one case by name: Citizens
United v. Federal Election
Commission. The Times treats
that case, as is common among
liberal writers, as an unqualified
“conservative” victory. In fact,
it was a split decision, with
originalists winning on one

issue but losing on the other.
Several years ago, the Times
was properly criticized for describing the Court’s activist liberals as its “four moderates.”
While the latest article doesn’t
make that mistake, it does reveal the Times’ propensity for
putting its left-of-center views
at the hub of the ideological
universe. Thus the reporter describes Obama appointee Merrick Garland as “not especially
liberal.” And he selected for
publication an unrebutted claim
that Garland was “centrist.”
Yet the reporter’s own article
shows this to be untrue. It includes another unrebutted quotation in which a long liberal
wish list is described as “safe”
with Garland. If he were a centrist, presumably liberals would
lose sometimes!
In fairness, the Times does
quote an expert who cautions
against its stereotyped nomenclature—pointing out that labeling Gorsuch and Garland as
“‘conservative” or “liberal” is
“too simplistic and unfair to
both of them.” That caution,
however, is buried at the end.
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Kansas Supreme Court dismisses casino challenge
TOPEKA, Kan. (AP) _ The
Kansas Supreme Court on Friday dismissed a challenge to a
new state-owned casino in
southeast Kansas, ruling that a
state board made the correct
decision when it chose a
smaller casino project for the
region.

a larger casino called Castle
Rock in Cherokee County, objected and filed a lawsuit along
with Cherokee County commissioners.
They appealed to the state
Supreme Court after a Shawnee
County judge dismissed the
lawsuit. Attorneys for Castle

Rock argued the gaming board
didn't follow state law when it
chose Kansas Crossing or explain why it determined that
Castle Rock's proposal was not
economically feasible.
Justice Caleb Stegall, writing
for a unanimous court on Friday, said the board chose cor-
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Updating your bathroom
does not have to be expensive
or take weeks to complete.
BathWraps makes it easy. Call
855-324-2317 today for a free
in home consultation.

The Lottery Gaming Facility
Review Board in 2015 chose a
$70 million complex near Pittsburg called Kansas Crossing
over two other, more expensive,
casino proposals. Two Wichita
entrepreneurs, Brandon and
Rodney Steven, who proposed
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rectly when it approved the
Kansas Crossing proposal, The
Topeka Capital-Journal reported (http://bit.ly/2pdIx7Z ).
``In light of the record as a
whole, the Board could reasonably conclude that Castle Rock
_ though bigger _ posed an unacceptable risk,'' Stegall wrote.
``Certainly, a reasonable person
could conclude that a smaller
but more sustainable casino
could better serve the interests
of Kansans.''
The case involved the awarding of a new casino in the state's
southeast zone, which is the last
of four state-owned casinos approved by the Kansas Racing
and Gaming Commission.
Kansas Crossing, which of-

fers 625 slot machines, 16 gaming tables, a 123-room Hampton Inn hotel and an
entertainment complex, opened
in March. It had been scheduled
to open in June of 2016 but was
delayed by the lawsuits.
The Castle Rock's proposal
was nearly twice the size, proposing a $145 million casino
with 1,400 slot machines, 35
table games and a 16-table
poker room.
In April 2016, Shawnee
County District Judge Larry
Hendricks rejected Cherokee
County's argument that the state
acted ``arbitrarily, capriciously
and otherwise unreasonably
when they selected Kansas
Crossing over Castle Rock.''

Music in the Park
PLEASE NOTE!!!! Mark June 25th, 2017 at 5:30 on
your calendar for MUSIC IN THE PARK in the city park
in Waterville. Bring your lawn chairs and enjoy porkburgers and home-made ice cream, listen to the bands play in
the park, register for a long list of prizes including 2-$100
and 5-$50 prizes, and a 40” TV and enjoy our local talent
variety show. If you’d like to perform call Mike Minihan
at 785-556-0210.
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Missed Opportunities Doom Cats in Home Finale
MANHATTAN, Kan. –
Oklahoma got solo home runs
from Austin O’Brien and Brylie
Ware while starter Devon Perez
quieted the Kansas State offense in a 3-0 series-deciding
game Sunday in K-State’s home
finale at Tointon Family Stadium.
K-State (26-22, 5-13 Big 12)
left 10 runners on base, including a pair in both the seventh
and eighth innings, as the Wildcats went 0-for-6 with runners
in scoring position. K-State
stranded 10 or more baserunners in each of the three games
in the series with Oklahoma
(32-17, 10-8 Big 12).
Perez (5-2) sailed through 6
2/3 innings of work, scattering
five hits and striking out eight
Wildcats without allowing a
run.
“Just couldn’t quite get it together today,” said head coach
Brad Hill. “Their kid pitched a
really nice game, great job of
mixing [pitches]. He did a really nice job. We had two opportunities for two-out base hits
to get RBIs, we had to come
through. That puts you in a
tough situation to rely on twoout RBI. We just couldn’t get
four or five at-bats strung together.”
The bottom of the eighth saw
the Cats’ best threat in what was

homer to right, his second of the
series, that pushed Oklahoma’s
lead to 2-0.
K-State had two runners in
scoring position with two outs
in the fifth, but was unable to
cut the deficit. The Cats had just
three hits through the game’s
first five innings, two of which
came in the fifth.
In the next half inning, the
Sooners had two in scoring position with no one out after
Flansburg drew a leadoff walk
and Renae Martinez doubled.
Eckberg struck out Ware and
after an intentional walk to
O’Brien, the bases were loaded
with one out. The freshman
right wiggled out of the jam
with his second strikeout of the
inning before inducing an inning-ending ground ball to
Quintin Crandall at short.

Kansas State’s Jordan Floyd (30) comes home with a curve ball.
a 2-0 game, as Josh Rolette’s
double followed a two-out single by Steve Serratore that put
the pair in scoring position,
however, both would eventually
be stranded.
Jake Wodtke knocked his
third base hit of the day in the
seventh and, after stealing second, was in scoring position
with two outs. Leadoff hitter
Will Brennan walked but,

again, both would be left on the
base paths. K-State had just two
hits (2-for-14) with runners on
base in the game.
Ware, the OU designated hitter, hit an insurance solo homer
in the ninth off reliever Colton
Kalmus, who had retired the
first seven Sooners he faced up
to that point.
“Bullpen gave us a chance,”
added Hill. “We had to throw

some zeroes up there. Ware
happened to get one, but we had
an opportunity.”
Three K-State relievers –
Kalmus, Tyler Eckberg and Jordan Floyd - combined to give
up just one run on two hits with
four strikeouts over the final 4
2/3 innings.
Oklahoma brought home the
game’s first run in the third inning after three singles off K-

(Photo by Ben Brake)
State starter Kasey Ford. The
third single came off the bat of
Jack Flansburg that scored
Cade Harris and gave the Sooners the early 1-0 lead.
Ford was tagged for his first
loss of the season (2-1) after allowing two earned runs on six
hits in 4 1/3 innings while walking one.
In the fourth, OU first baseman O’Brien launched his solo

Wodtke, a senior playing in
his final home game, had three
of K-State’s seven hits as he
went 3-for-4 with a double after
going 4-for-5 in Saturday’s ballgame. Serratore, also a senior,
went 2-for-4.
“It’s been a good class,” Hill
said of the senior class playing
in their final home game.
“They’ve been good leaders.
They’ve really grown in their
roles as team leaders.”

Wildcats Post Strong Performances in Big 12 Championship Tune-up
MANHATTAN, Kan. – The
Kansas State track and field
team racked up 13 first-place
finishes en route to team victories by both the men and the
No. 13 women as the Wildcats
finished up Big 12 Championship preparation on Saturday
at the Ward Haylett Invitational.
Sophomore
Shardia
Lawrence posted one of the
most impressive results during
Saturday’s competition, claiming first place in the triple jump
with a leap of 13.70m/44-11.50.
Her mark is the best in the Big
12 and the third best in Division
I this season.
Fellow triple jumper Konstantina Romaiou also finished
with a personal best in triple
jump, eclipsing the 13-meter
mark for the first time this season with a leap of 13.19m/4303.25 to finish in second place.
The women’s long jump also
saw multiple quality performances, led by Zanri Van der
Merwe's mark of 6.25m/2006.25 which was good for second place. Freshman Ariel
Okorie
and
sophomore
Claudette Allen also jumped
over six meters with leaps of

throw by Shadae Lawrence. An
All-American in the event,
Lawrence recorded a toss of
57.69m/189-03 on her third attempt to win her fourth competition of the season. Fellow
discus thrower Brett Neelly
won the men’s event, using a
mark of 50.87m/166-11 on his
third attempt to claim the title.
Newcomer Gabby Lavington
had a big day in the second collegiate shot put competition of
her career, taking first place in
the event with a career-best toss
of 13.62m/44-08.25.

Kansas State took 3 thru 6th in the Women’s High Jump. 3. Rhizlane Siba – 1.76m/5-09.25; 4. Morgan Coffman
– 1.71m/5-07.25 5. Nina Schultz – 1.71m/5-07.25; 6. Shanae McKenzie – 1.66m/5-05.25
(KSU Sports Photo)
6.20m/20-04.25 and 6.09m/1911.75 to take third place and
fourth place, respectively.
Men’s long jumper Tom Pyle
jumped over seven feet for the
first time in his career, posting
a monster personal-best mark of

7.08m/23-02.75 on his final attempt in the series to finish in
third place.
Both the men’s and women’s
high jump provided entertainment during Saturday’s action.
Junior Miles Bearden led the

men in the event with an outdoor-best clearance of 2.15m/700.50 to win the event, while
Rhizlane Siba posted the best
women’s mark of the afternoon
after clearing 1.76m/5-09.25 to
finish in third place behind for-

mer Wildcats Kim Williamson
(1.91m/6-03.25) and Alyx
Treasure (1.91m/6-03.25).
The team’s throwers also had
a strong day, led by a first-place
effort in the women’s discus

Action on the track was
equally as exciting, as the Wildcats racked up eight first-place
finishes in running events. The
team swept the men’s and
women’s 200-meter dash as
Terrell Smith (20.75) and
A'Keyla Mitchell (23.65) each
won their respective races. KState saw a similar result in
both 1,500-meter runs, as Keegan Donahue ran a career-best
3:58.47 and Morgan Wedekind
crossed the finish line in
4:31.77 to each claim the topspot in the event.
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